Munch: The Tale Of An Oral Sex Addict
**Synopsis**

Owen Jenkins aka Munch has a sexual fetish that began when he was a teenager. After the family housekeeper introduces him to the pleasure of cunnilingus, Munch develops a compulsion to give oral sex to total strangers. His insatiable desire to taste the various flavors of numerous women often leads to heartbreak as Munch confuses sex with love. Compounding his problems, his overbearing stepmother strongly disapproves of his oral obsession, and she dispenses unusual punishments to try and break him out of the habit. As the years progress, Munch’s oral sex addiction intensifies and he often goes on pussy-eating binges. Can Munch find true love with one woman or will he always be on the hunt to satisfy his taste buds?
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**Customer Reviews**

First let me say I absolutely love Allison Hobbs’ style of writing & almost of her books but this one I did not like at all. It was just not what I’m used to from her. Maybe if this was written in perspective of a grown man but it wasn’t, this was a boy.

This book was awesome. You won’t stop reading it until you are finished. Once finished, you want to read more. Allison Hobbs just pours out her limitless creativity into the pages. I recommend all of Allison Hobbs books, including this one. Click and order today!!!
The book would have been great if she wasn't talking about a 15 -16 year old boy doing oral sex. Not sure where her (Allison) mind set was with writing this, but this was not cool. Im a fan but this shocked me!! The picture was misleading. That is all....

Owen aka munch was a wild boy, once his housekeeper showed him some things the beast was let out. definitely a page turner and full of munchy delights. I wonder will there be a part two because sarge has to be a man and I know munch in part two gone take us on a even higher ride. love it Allison Hobbs!!

I just finished Munch: The Tale of an Oral Sex Addict and gave it 5 stars. great read munch or owen which ever he prefers has a fetish that seemed uncontrollable but found ways to get through it great read allison would definitely purchase more from you

I don't even know what to say about this book. Allison has done it again. Without fail her writing always makes me feel some kind of way. From the very first page I knew I'd met Munch somewhere before. I loved that she gave him his own story! Well done!

Why do you keep doing me like this? I read Munch in 3 hours and have been hot and bothered since the first page. Diva you did me right today, it was just what I needed to get myself together. Love you lots and keep up the good work :)

This little morsel was short and sweet but oh so satisfying. Miss Hobbs reintroduces us to "Munch" (a character from the Misty & Brick series of novels) that has an interesting habit or shall I say affliction.....he loves to dine between a woman legs...any woman, all women!! Like Spike Lee's movie, Munch has "gotta have it"!! This short story explains Munch's childhood and teen years (raised by the strict SARGE) and helps us see how Owen became Munch and how his odd and sometimes debilitating and somewhat disgusting habit first began. I give this one 5/5 stars!!
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